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Five-year warranty 

 
Alcoa warrants to the original purchaser that a new Alcoa aluminium disc wheel is free from defects in material 
and workmanship. Alcoa agrees to replace without charge a wheel that fails in normal use and service because 

of defects in material or workmanship within sixty (60) months of the date of manufacture as shown on the 
wheel. 

 
Alcoa does not warrant and will not replace any wheel which has been subjected to misuse or abuse including, 

without limitation, the following. 

       Using a tyre which is oversized according to standards recommended by the European Tyre and Rim 
Technical Organisation.  

       Loading the wheel beyond the applicable maximum wheel load as specified by Alcoa;  

       Inflating beyond the applicable maximum as specified by Alcoa.  

       Changing the original condition of the wheel by alteration or by subjecting it to any processing, such 
as welding or straightening.  

 
There is no warranty that the wheel shall be merchantable or satisfactory for any particular purpose, nor is 
there any other warranty expressed or implied, except such as is expressly set forth herein. Alcoa shall not 
be liable for any incidental or consequential damages for any breach of warranty, its liability and the pur-
chaser's exclusive remedy being expressly limited to replacement of the wheel as herein provided. Replace-
ment will be handled by any authorised Alcoa wheel distributor or by any Alcoa sales office. This warranty 
gives you specific legal rights. You may also have other rights under other applicable laws. 

09 May 2006 



Subjects Data Remarks
Inspection Date   
Claim ref. Transpecs   
Custmer Name   
Part Number   
Manufacued (USA,Hungary ,Mexico)   
Manufacturing Date   
Failure Code (#1)   
Failure Description   
Machine Die#/ Lathe machine #   
Heat Treat / Serial #   
Kanban#   
Fleet Name   
Activity (#2)   
Vehicle Make   
Wheel position (#3)   
Brake Type (Disc/ Drum)   
If disc brake, disc dimension (dia,mm)   
Tyre Make   
Tyre Size   

(#1) Failure Code
300 Drop center cracks 
301 Bead seat cracks 
302 Bolt hole cracks 
303 Hand hole cracks 
304 Value hole crack 
305 Runout / Balance 
306 Other warranty problem 

(#2) Activity 
Segment / Sub- segment
General Cargo / Flatbed,Curtain Sider, Solid Body
Container Chassis
Logging / On highway , Off Highway
Tankers / Fuel, Liquid Food, Bitumen, Chemical , Cryogenic
Solid Bulk / Closed granulates, Closed cement , Open 30-50m3, Open 50-70m3
Other / Heavy loads , Various
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 4 X 2 Truck Config
 3 Axle Front-B Config

 4 Axle trailer Config
 3 Axle Rear-B Config

(#3) Wheel Position
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